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Vojvodina Development Agency (RAV) is 
established under the jurisdiction of the Gov-

ernment of AP of Vojvodina, with aim to provide 
support for the implementation of the develop-

ment policy of Vojvodina, agricultural policy 
and rural development.

Vojvodina Development Agency (RAV) serves 
as a one-stop-shop for all your investment 

related enquiries. Due to our close association 
with various state and provincial government 

institutions, and our extensive network of local 
partners from the private sector, academic 

institutions, and business associations - RAV 
represents your trusted source for obtaining the 

most reliable information needed for making 
an informed investment decision. 

Our services are designed to 
help foreign companies establish their 
businesses in the region of Vojvodina.

YOUR RELIABLE PARTNER!

DEPARTMENT FOR
STRATEGIC RESEARCH

DEVELOPMENT AND
INNOVATION POLICY

Analysis and reserach of the existing 
resources and economic potentials 

De�ning the subsidy measures for 
the development of the economy 

agriculture, energy sectors, 
tourisam and rural development

DEPARTMENT
FOR NATIONAL AND

 INTERNATIONAL FUNDS
Coordination of funds 

awarding on local, regional 
and national level

Research and promotion 
of all available 

international funds

DEPARTMENT FOR 
INVESTMENT SUPPORT

DEPARTMENT 
FOR PROMOTION

Advisory support for domestic 
and foreign investments 
and busines incubators

Capacity building for 
investment promotion 

Documentation preparation 
and application for 
available funds

Promotion of all existing
resources and potentials

Positioning Vojvodina 
as an ideal investment 
location for future 
projects

UNPARALLELED 
INVESTMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES

Out of a total of 1.8 million ha of agricultural land, 90 % is suit-
able for intensive agricultural production (plow, orchards and vine-
yards).

Relatively large quantity of arable land per person employed in 
agriculture (9.53 ha).

90 % of the total territory makes agricultural land (83.3 % and for-
est land 6.7%) .

0.76 ha of arable land per capita, which exceeds European average 
of 0.21 per capita.

Over 50,000 ha on which vegetable crops for seed production are 
cultivated.

Biomass represents a significant energy potential of the Republic of 
Serbia and it is available throughout the country. The biomass po-
tential is estimated at 3,448 million toa and in the overall potential 
of the renewable energy in Serbia, biomass participates with 61 %.

Lowest usage of fertilizers and pesticides in Europe.

Organic production potential with strictly prohibited production 
and trade of GMO food.
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COPA - cooperative of Pannonian apples is a new project initiated by the merger of two big and successful 
Serbian apple producers - Atos Fructum and Juzni (South) Banat.

As the name of the newly formed company says, it is the matter of cooperative (association) of two modern, 
successful and quality-oriented apple producers in Serbia. The aim of the project is to place jointly the total quantity 
of apples produced in the future by the companies Atos Fructum and South Banat to the domestic and foreign market 
through COPA.

As responsible companies, we have a constant need to improve ourselves and advance, follow up and adopt 
positive world trends, all with the aim to satisfy the needs of our clients and partners, and raise the co-operation to a 
higher level.

11272 Dobanovci, Strazilovska 7
+381 (0)11 30 41 100
dragoslav@atos-fructum.com
zivkovic@juznibanat.com

Production capacities of the company COPA:
•  Two unique micro sites for apple production in Serbia - Mala Remeta and Bela Crkva
•  The total area of the orchard of approx. 400 hectares
•  Total apple production of approx. 30,000 tons
•  Assortment: Gala, Golden Del, Red Del, Granny S, Fuji, Breaburn, Red Prince, Idared
•  Storage capacities of approx. 30,000 tons
•  The most up-to-date equipment for apples sorting and packaging 

The objectives of the co-operative:
•  Joint appearance at the domestic and foreign markets
•  Possibility of offering larger quantities and continuous supply throughout the year
•  A wide range of products, modern and traditional varieties of apples
•  Introduction of a unique quality control system both in orchards 
   and at all stages of storage, sorting and packaging. (GlobalGAP, BRC).
•  Joint brand and uniform packaging
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The company owns state of the art apple or-
chard that represents an integrated part on almost 
300 hectares with antifrost, antihail and irrigation 
system and wiith the facility for cold storage ULO/
DCA with sections for sorting and packaging, with 
a total storage capacity of 15.000t with Global 
Gap standard. The apple varieties that company 
grows in orchard are: Gala, Fuji, Red and Gold-
en delicious, Granny Smith and club varieties 
Crimson snow® and Majesty®. Different kind of 
modern package in wooden, carton boxes with 
one or two layers as well as trays, all in accordance 
to buyers needs, company can offer.

SAFETY AND
QUALITY STANDARDS

Product safety 
Our future is only safe if our products are safe. This 
year we implemented GLOBAL GAP standard in order 
to certify our practices and confirm our devotion to 
improving them in future. 

Quality at focus 
By constantly improving our organization we bring 
benefits to both public and private stakeholders. We 
adopted and implemented the QMS 9001 as gridline 
for quality management improvement.

Environment
We firmly believe in a sustainable agricultural prac-
tice. That is why we have chosen to adopt and adhere 
to the high environmental protecting standards 
imposed by ISO14001.

Apple World was founded in late 2011 as a green field 
investment with the aim of becoming the leading region-
al supplier of high quality apples. Today AW is leading in 
the field in terms of technology and innovation and we are 
recognized as one of the most prospective apple growers 
in Serbia. The company employs over 65 permanent em-
ployees and exports about 35.000t of apples annually to 
Russia, EU, UAE...

11 000 Belgrade, Bul. Zorana Djindjica 67/8
+381 (0)11 31 222 88
office@appleworld.rs
www.appleworld.rs

Golden Delicious
(Rainders)

Gala (Fendeca)
(Royal Beaute)

(Schniga)

Jona gold
(Red Jona Prince)

Fuji
(Fubrax)

Crimson Snow
(Club Variety)

Red Delicious
(Early red one)

(Jeromine)

Granny Smith

Fruitbox Maxpac box

Plateau

Euro cardboard Box

Cardboard Box

Foodtainer 4 fruits

Foodtainer 6 fruits Foodtainer 8 fruits
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We produce oil of rich and delicate taste.

JSO is a company which produces high quality extra virgin oil from pumpkin seed with inherent nutritional, me-
dicinal and cosmetic properties. Modern technological process enables us to collect, transport, wash, dry, clean, 
pack, and store the seeds in just 8 hours, thus completely preserving even the tiniest nutrients that pumpkin seed 
contains. The unique pressing process and careful bottling allow us to produce the oil of rich and delicate taste and 
preserve its nutritious freshness.

We have linked nature with the latest breakthroughs in production technology. In a region with centu-
ries of experience in food production, we have pooled local resources, local expertise and experience with world 
renowned experts and state-of-the-art technology.

Our factory is located in the northern part of Serbia, more precisely in 
Vojvodina, in the village of Novo Milosevo, where we grow the pumpkins from 
which Olga oil is produced. Olga, extra virgin oil, is produced under strictly 
controlled conditions and in a carefully designed production process - from 
the growing of pumpkins, oil extraction from its seeds by mechanical pressing, 
through packaging to distribution. This production process allows us to fully 
control all stages and each segment in the creation of a bottle of Olga oil.

Production control and the ecological circle.

The carefully developed production pro-
cess allows us to “close” the ecological circle, us-
ing natural resources and creating a 100% natu-
ral product. Our oil is unrefined and we obtain 
it using a mechanical pressing method which 
excludes chemical processes. JSO is a socially 
responsible company which meets all environ-
mental standards.

23273 Novo Milosevo, Juzna industrijska zona 1
+381 (0)11 205 40 83
office@jso.rs
www.jso.rs
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COLD STORAGE FACILITY “VOĆKO“ LLC, DONJI TAVANKUT

The Cold Storage Facility “Voćko” was established in 2002 by 19 founders with the intention to take over form 
the producers the top class fruit from this region, process it and market to the customers in compliance with the 
highest quality standards.

The Cold Storage Facility “Voćko” is located in Tavankut, in the municipality of Subotica, at the farthest north of 
Vojvodina and Serbia, in the region known as Subotička Peščara (Subotica Sands).

Here, from the ancient Rome times already, the fruit of superior quality and taste has been grown. Many mar-
kets and even the Vienna and Budapest Courts were supplied with fruits from those areas. The founders of the Cold 
Storage Facility “Voćko” dispose with over 400 hectares of fruit plantations in their ownership, where apple is 
represented on more than 300 hectares and with the constant tendency of raising new plantations. In addition to 
apples, the founders grow plum, peach, pear and apricot on more than 100 hectares.

“Voćko” disposes with up-to-date ULO cold storage facility (cold storage with a controlled atmosphere) 
with the capacity of 1,200 tons. There are also 4 chambers for classical storing with the capacity of 800 tons, fast 
cooling chamber with the capacity of 300 tons and a large space for handling, while the owners also dispose with the 
cold storage facility with classical cooling system with the capacity of 3,500 tons.

 In order to satisfy the needs of our customers for quality balanced and assorted fruit we installed on of the latest 
technology fruit sorting and packing lines.

The customers are offered fruit packed in cardboard or wooden crates, namely large box palettes.

In addition, the business was extended to production of pressed apple juice in 2018. The juice is of top class 
quality, which is achieved by processing of selected apple of the second category, namely we do not use  indus-
trial apple as it is the case in such type of production. The juice is specific due to the method of production because it 
is based on processing of two main apple verities and special flavour comes from the fact that water, sugar, preserv-
atives or artificial colours are not added in any segment of production. The juice is pasteurised and is delivered in 1l 
and 2l packaging.

The evidence to our commitment and dedication to fruit quality and its 
placement is the introduced HACCP-system standard of products safety man-
agement and SRPS ISO 9001:2001 – quality management  system.

Idared

Stanley

Viljamovka

Golden delicious

Granny SmithDora

Jonagored

Cacansko zlato

24214 Tavankut, Zmaj Jovina 73
+381 (0)24 4766 080
vocko@tippnet.rs
www.vocko.rs
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Serbian Federation of Beekeeping Organizations (SPOS) is the only national organization of beekeepers. 
This year, SPOS marks its 122 anniversary of existence, as well as 121 anniversary of publishing the magazine “Serbian 
beekeeper“ that represents the cultural and national wealth of Serbia. SPOS comprises about 10,000 beekeepers, 
organized into 233 local associations. SPOS is member of Apimondia - Worlds International Federation of beekeep-
ers’ associations, Apislavia - Regional International Federation of beekeepers’ associations. Also, SPOS is member of 
Serbian Chamber of Commerce and NALED (National Alliance for Local Economic Development). 

SPOS is owner of private quality standard “GOOD BEEKEEPING PRACTICE“ from which is created specific jar for 
SPOS’ beekeepers. The jar is at the market since 2015 and has already put on the market over 400,000 jars. Only 
beekeepers who accept and apply strict rules of the standard can pour honey in the jars.

SPOS has established the factory for collecting and placement honey from SPOS’ beekeepers “OUR HON-
EY”, so that the beekeepers can placed their high-quality honey on the market of Serbia and the world market 
without intermediary. Maximum capacity of the factory is 3.000 tons per year. Honey is filled into steel drums (300 
kg) and jars (40 g - 1 kg) according to the highest world standard quality.

One of the “OUR HONEY” factory mission is that world trade market recognized Serbian high-quality honey and 
to highly positioned it.

“OUR HONEY” represents a millennial dream and vision that came true.

11070 Novi Beograd 
Dr Agostina Neta 30a 
+381 (0)11 612 80 71
+381 (0)60 444 07 07
spos.operativa@gmail.com
spos.rs@gmail.com 
www.spos.info
www.nasmed.rs
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Green House Food LLC
21000 Novi Sad, Jovana Djordjevica 11
+381(0)60 472 52 96
office@patewski.com
www.patewski.com 

We believe that everyone eating healthy food thinks healthy!

We believe that everyone deserves to eat healthy. That is why we have 
developed a range of quality and tasty products filled with goodness of 

nature and we wish to share then with you.
We believe that knowledge leads to the success. We believe there are no 

shortcuts. We believe in responsibility towards You. We wish our products to be 
domestic, 100% natural and healthy. Our doors are always open to our friends.

One good turn deserves another!

Our products do not contain artificial additives, flavour 
enhancers, colour or aromas. They are rich with plant proteins and fibers.

Our production processes strive to preserve nutrients and controlled factory 
production yields with top class results that support healthy lifestyle!

Our quality management system has been certified according to 
ISO 22000 and our factory is certified in compliance with 

provisions of the Ecological Regulation.

We knew what we wanted; and we knew what we did not want.

We did not want to be a part of endless selection in an enchanted circle of 
corporate products that are smiling at you from the market shelves, from 
shop windows, follow your every step, each doubt you may have. We do 

not know how to do that, that is not what we are, we are only sincere, and 
all we can do is to be genuine. We, a small domestic factory where Mr and 
Mrs Patewski were born, gentlefolk by birth. We believe in their values, we 
believe that the truth of good, beautiful and wise is vital, as the symphony 

of life and that you will soon discover the result of such truth.

You, our friends on the path of our development. 

Production programme/range:
• Humus
• Humus spicy (hot)
• Humus with ginger
• Chick pea spreading
• Chick pea spreading with sesame
• Chick pea spreading with peanuts
• Beans spreading
• Spicy (hot) beans spreading
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MACVAL TEA deals with cultivation of medicinal and aromatic herbs and spices as well as the production and 
packaging of herbal and fruit teas according to quality recipes.

Our own production and processing of medicinal and aromatic herbs and spices on more than 1000 ha in 
the north of Vojvodina separates us from other companies in this field, because we guarantee the controlled ori-
gin of raw materials. If necessary, we use only those protection means that are allowed in the EU. Goods are controlled 
by domestic accredited institutions and in customers’ laboratories.

FSSC 22000 Quality Management System has been tested by TUV SUD, and we also have the FDA Certificate for 
export and sale of food products to the USA market.

We are in the process of organic production implementation and obtaining of BIO certificates for pack-
aging of finished products!

Filter and classic teas from the plants with controlled origin are packed in the company “Macval Tea” for domes-
tic and foreign markets. The company introduced first HACCP, then ISO 22000, and after that the FSSC 22000 quality 
standard. We also have the FDA Certificate for export and sale of food products to the USA market.

COLLECTIONS OF TEAS 

“All Natural” is a collection of 20 filter bags, with a string and vignette, intended for everyday use on all occa-
sions, with packed medicinal, spicy and aromatic herbs of exceptional quality!

“Extravaganza” collection is in an exceptional box with 20 filter bags in the aroma envelope. Each filter bag has 
a string and vignette and it is additionally packed in the aroma coating. Within this line, the consumers are offered top 
quality Mint, Camomile, Green and Black Tea as well as a mixture of Fruit Teas!

“Exclusive” collection in an exclusive box with 25 filter bags in the aroma coating. Each filter bag has a string 
and a vignette and is separately packed in aroma envelope, which allows all valuable ingredients from medicinal and 
aromatic herbs to be preserved even after opening the tea box. Within this line the consumers are offered top quality 
teas from Mint, Camomile, Hibiscus and Dog Rose, Green Tea and Lemon Balm with lemon flavour, and all these teas 
are enriched with the addition of honey in granules.

“Macval Tea” also has a “Health Line” collection with dedicated teas, such as Body Balance - Original and Body 
Balance - with green tea, which regulates body mass and helps the excretion of bad substances from the body. In 
this collection, by the end of the year, anti-stress teas, tea for body cleansing and immunity enhancing will be offered 
to the market, along with those for concentration improving and herbal mixtures for relieving of female and male 
problems.

21000 Novi Sad, Narodnog fronta 57
+381 (0)21 47 22 468
office@macvalgroup.com
www.macval.rs
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ABOUT US
In the spring of 2012, POLLINO founded the POLLINO Agrar subsidiary company in Jazak, municipality of Irig, 

which begins the upgrading of modern apple seedlings on the southern slopes of Fruska Gora. According to the 
plan, the plantations will extend to 50 hectares of fertile Fruska Gora by 2020. POLLINO Agrar plans to invest 
over € 5 million in infrastructure, state-of-the-art apple plantations, modern machinery and warehouses with ULO and 
DCA technology (POLLINO COLD STORAGE).

The goal of establishing POLLINO Agrar was the development and improvement of Serbian agriculture 
through the cultivation of the highest quality fruits in fertile fields in Serbia, using modern equipment and 
mechanization, and applying advanced agro-technical measures acquired through knowledge exchange and coop-
eration with leading scientific institutes and world companies from the agrarian sector.

The starting points for this idea were the facts that Serbia is rich in fertile land and has signed bilateral 
agreements with Russia and the EU countries that allow it to have duty-free exports for most agricultural products.

22409 Jazak, Jazak selo 1
+381 (0)63 237 111
goran@pollinogroup.com
www.pollinogroup.com

Why POLLINO AGRAR
- Superior equipment and professional approach to the management of our orchards, where we 
included the best practices and how to manage the business of growers from South Tyrol and other 
leading European apple production regions, guarantee the highest quality of the final product.
- With the technology for reducing risk that we apply in our production (anti-fouling and drip irrigation 
systems), we are able to predict the amount of yield, and therefore the quantity of apples for delivery
Why Apple from Serbia
Favorable climatic conditions with exceptional soil quality provide a healthy potential for breeding 
and production of premium quality fruits that can be fully realized through strong investments in the 
agricultural sector.
Other advantages of the Serbian market include:
- Free Trade Agreement with the Russian Federation (without customs duties).
- Preferred treatment of Serbian products on the markets of the European Union (without customs duties)
- Excellent climatic and soil conditions
- Close to key markets and a sufficiently developed distribution structure
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“Lučić Group“ is one of the biggest producers of frozen vegetables not only in Serbia, but also in the en-
tire region, with 1,100 hectares of high quality farmland and processing factory with capacity of 20,000 tons.

The channel Danube-Tisa-Danube Through runs over our estates, concentrated in two big lots, enabling our 
farmlands to be covered with well distributed irrigation system, which gives us  two harvests per year.

In our vegetables and food processing factory we achieve the capacity of 15,000 tons of frozen vegeta-
bles and 5,000 tons of frozen fruits, and we also have a cold storage for storing 20,000 tons of goods.

25 000 Sombor, Staparski put
+381(0)25 5434 501
+381 (0)25 5434 503
office@lucic.rs
www.lucicgroup.com 

We have all the certificates related to quality and food safety which give us the full control in all phases 
of production and processing of our vegetables and fruits, starting from its production at the fields, through the 
acceptance, processing, package and distribution.

It takes approximately 40 minutes from the fields to final frozen products, which enables our fruits and vegeta-
bles to keep the highest nutritive values.
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Sweet Cherry Lady is a private family cherry farm in Cenej,  suburban settlement of the city of Novi Sad, Serbia.
Sweet Cherry Lady orchard was established in 2015 and today the orchards spans over 20 ha (30,000 

plants) and we produce 300 tonnes of sweet cherries with Global Gap certification on super spindle and spin-
dle system planting which results in intensified production and bigger size crops.

We are 5th generaton award-winning agriculturists. 
Originally, the land was used to farm cattle and grow produce like corn, soya, paprika, cherries, peaches and 

watermelons. Later, the Popić family transitioned the farm to large-scale cherry production. 
 Sweet Cherry lady orchard provides some of the sweetest cherry varieties: Regina, Kordia, Ferovia, Black 

Star and Grace Star. All plants originate and are imported from Italy.

21233 Cenej, Vuka Karadzica
+381 66 000 400
cherryladyns@gmail.com
www.sweetcherrylady.com

A large selection of cherries with different diameters and packaging ac-
cording to the customer requirements are done on UNITEC sorting machine. 

With cherries sorted and packed in this manner, with a sophisticated caliber 
and above-average quality, we are able to satisfy even the most demanding cus-
tomers all over Europe. 

Cherries from our orchard are typically enjoyed from mid-spring to mid-sum-
mer. They are a fantastic source of vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium, iron, potassium and 
boron, and an absolute wellspring of antioxidants and anti-inflammatory benefits.

Our mission is to become one of the largest orchards and exporters of 
sweet cherries from the Balkan region.
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Sava

Danube

Tisa

E-70

Novi Sad

Belgrade

E-75

REPUBLIC OF 
SERBIA

AUTONOMOUS PROVINCE OF

VOJVODINA

2 Strazilovska Street 
21101 Novi Sad
Tel: +381 21 472 32 41 
       +381 21 472 32 44
Fax: +381 21 472 19 21
office@rav.org.rs
www.rav.org.rs


